Empress Zewditu vs. the Hype of Rastafari
(http://soundcloud.com/ewing2001/gendah-nu-qualitee-empress)
compiled by Nico Haupt aka mc nicomediy2010 aka ewing2001 etc..
(diplom media Scientist, bionicDJ, musician, underground nicomedian™ and netWorkk junkey ;-)

[ps: If you enjoy these kinds of writings, presented by nu|chronology interactivity projects™ and
http://1649beginningofhumanz.tumblr.com/ (*now with readers from Peru, Argentina, Moscow, Japan, Malta,
Israel, Hungary and the rest of Europe), please sponsor or obtain my book at http://tinyURL.com/occupybeyonce;
"Occupy Beyoncé…" and related blogs do additionally cover several manipulated or oppressed reports on
impressive female charismatics in history, i.e. "The Ladies' Mercury", the first women magazine (1693) of the
world in London; 1678's Elena Lucrezia Cornaro Piscopia (Venice, Italy) who gained the first worldwide female
philosophy-title; Juana Inés de la Cruz, a mexican nun, who promoted the first dramatized diseases after
studying Philosophy, Astronomy and Medicine, plus the obscure, mystified pornocracy-phase, possibly taken place
in a fictitious century, run by Theodora and her daughter Morazia, at the Roman Catholic Church etc.]

False 'Religiouslists' did often use particular cultures, to coOPT and mislead the masses and keep unbalanced,
abusive metrosexual Hierarchies at the Top.
One of them could have been also the so called RastaFari-'movement'.

More unknown is that before Rastafaris took over the government in Ethiopia,
Empress Zewditu, "Queen of Kings" was in Charge.
Zewditu was the daughter of Emperor Menelik II, a woman of mid-level nobility, also nicknamed "Mamite" which
translates to "Baby" and maybe the first 'Grrlism-Queenie' in Africa ;-)

Empress Zewditu -the very first black lady in Africa

Though most of the documentations on her have disappeared, some writings revealed that Zewditu treated
everyone with the same sweet friendliness whether they were royalty or simple servants.

Titled "Lion of Judah", Zewditu was actually the first woman to sit on the Imperial Throne in her own right since the so called Queen of Sheba.
Of course it seems to be convenient that the additional myth and legend of The Queen of Sheba was used to introduce artificially "expanded history", to keep the idea of medieval- and ancient age alive and the superior power of royalism.

There are many contradictions about the Queen of Sheba.
Persian folklore states, she is considered to be the daughter of a Chinese king while Ethiopian tradition see her son by Solomon as the founder of the Ethiopian royal dynasty.
In 1921 Betty Blythe, reCorporated the sheba-myth in the U.S. movie "The Queen of Sheba", while at the same time phony professions like paleoanthropology and related, started to gain more popularity, often overemphasized by the almighty Hearst-Media Propaganda.

Interestingly one of the current manipulative anthropologists, Yohannes Haile-Selassie, is a direct relative of Haile Selassie, who later turned into Ras Tafari, then idolized by ethiopean media.

Haile-Selassie's background is the University of California, Berkeley, once also mentored by Tim White, another Berkeley-Anthropologist.

Back to Empress Zewditu. Though Zewditu was apparently described "conservative", she was less focussed on machiavelian maneuvering and court politics that surrounded her throne.
Zewditu had lost her mother at an early age, and her love for her father was deep and paramount in her life.

After a colorful live, the defeat of of one of her husbands, Ras Gugsa Welle at Anchiem obviously sealed her own fate.
The fact that the Empress died the very next day, and the lack of transparency as far as the announcement of her death would lend the event an air of sinister mystery.

There are those who believe that the Empress was poisoned as soon as news of her husbands defeat was certain, in order to clear the way for the camp around Negus Tafari Makonnen to power.
These people claim that the timing of her death, immediately after the defeat of her husband, was just too coincidental. They ask why there had been no public sign that the Empress was ill if indeed she was.
Negusä Nāgāst Haile Selassie I of Ethiopia - true or false hero in african history?

Another big crew in the falsification of african history is the (Louis) Leakey Foundation, named after Anthropologist, Archeologist, and Cambridge-fellow Louis Leakey. Involved in 1930++ expeditions in Africa, Leakey stated that he found some bones, which he linked to Charles Darwin's theory of evolution. and called some of the alleged fossils "Homo kanamensis". Furthermore Leakey studied chimpanzees to gain perspective on human origins. As described in my book, the Darwin family was in good terms with the Huxley brothers, one of them was the first leader of the UNESCO, which since then monopolizes the myth on so called ancient cities.

Leakey grew up as a kid of british missionaries, and became as 13-year old initial Member of the Kikuyu-Tribe.
Louis Leakey - from apes to "black"?

Furthermore rigging the history of ethiopia included the British Museum of Natural History, with the help of Charles William Hobley - a former British Colonial administrator in Kenya, who was also working for the British East Africa Company.
These events at the end of the era of Empress Zewditu and a hype on Geology and archeology seem to have been synchronized, to coincide with the cult around "rastafari", a more distorted view on history.

A lot of skeptics that time were not impressed though.
Many findings of Leakey couldn't have been relocated and he had to defend himself several times with follow-up expeditions, though they remained as obscure as the one before.

Leakey's career furthermore continued as an African Intelligence Service member.

In 1973, geologist Vance Haynes had made three visits to Leakey's site and had claimed that the artifacts of Leakey were naturally formed geofacts.
According to Haynes the geofacts were formed by stones becoming fractured in an ancient river on the site. 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Louis_Leakey

The history of Ethiopia has furthermore to be cross-analyzed in the context of Eritrea, another italian colony, later forwarded to Britain and only since 1991 vaguely seen as an independent state, constantly also in some proxy-war with Ethiopia in Somalia. The media of Eritrea is considered to be even worse than of Ethiopia, ranking in a list of freedom of press at the final end, together with North Korea and Turkmenistan. 

Fast forward:
Interestingly only a few weeks after some hack against nukelies.com, the mystification of 'history-expansion' refreshes at the same time, when not only the nuclear anxietyOP is aggressively increased incl. some lousy, staged microphone incident of Obama, but also parallel reports on so called solar storms are getting misinterpreted and overhyped.

And there he is again:
Just this week, also Yohannes Haile-Selassie is back in the news as well:

Allegedly some fresh findings, a so called "3.4 million-year-old partial foot" was found in Burtele, in the remote Afar region of Ethiopia, promoted by Haile-Selassie.
Yohannes Haile-Selassie: Rastafarized paleoanthropology - would the "real Bob Marley do speak out now ?

With the ongoing media hype of the solar storms - now also in Europe - its background is as fishy as well. Furthermore the timing of this delayed discovery - already established in September 2011, but disclosed from the public - this event is now synched together with rigged election games in the U.S., France and Germany; obviously to boost a refreshed doomsdayism and fatalism, while recipes against the worldwide recession and reduced health programs remain unsolved.

As German scientist Ireneusz Cwirko points out, these current events of the sun are nothing other but rare constellation results with other planets. Cwirko, while getting ridiculed from readers of German magazine DER SPIEGEL (a pseudo-liberal mouth piece for electronic defense companies and its related nuke-anxiety-OP), is accusing NASA researchers of refreshing falsified physics, also linked to the 1911-Ernest Rutherford scam on Nucleus and Neutrinos, which led into the 1940s Manhattan Project.

see more at:
http://www.readers-edition.de/autor/ireneusz-cwirko/
http://www.physikerboard.de/topic,25381,-tausend-und-eins-maerchen-der-physik-neutrino--maerchen.html
Tausend und eins Märchen der Physik. Neutrino- Märchen. [1001 fairytales of physics - neutrino fairytale]

Some excerpt, google translated and here paraphrased:
"...when demonstrated in 1911 by Lise Meitner and Otto Hahn, that energies of emitted electrons are distributed over a continuous spectrum, this false assumption was already so widespread, that none considered specific alternative interpretations.

To maintain this fiction, a new brach of physicists, found no other solution than to invent a fanciful particle. …[which] helped to transform this knowledge into some esoteric nonsense.

Unfortunately, it has been observed in certain experiments that spontaneously particles can be formed. Also in this case, no alternatives were sought, but it was declared that this spontaneous formation of particles and photons is the proof of the existence of so called neutrinos.

Therefore errors and false interpretations of nature led to a new part of physics - particle physics, with a wrong number of particles "exchange-things-Bangs", which made an understanding of reality impossible..."

Is the gap of "Experimental Feminism" another hint on artificial calendar-fakery ?
A forthcoming blog will reflect an inconsistency of progress and documentation within (experimental) feminism, grrlism and emancipation [excluding pro bioFarma ecoFeminism-Fascism], laying out further logical evidence in the context of nu|chronology: 'history-shrinking' or artificial 'century-expanding'.

excerpt: "...Why such a huge gap of "documentation" between Marie de Gournay (~before or around 1649) and Christine de Pizan (allegedly living around 1400s in Venice)? Most likely, *if de Gournay's personality was authentic, her *birth was pre-dated -before 1649 but combining also fictitious persons i.e. "historian" Tacitus and Cicero, which "she translated".

Hint: There is apparently no color painting available from deGournay her during her time, but a few black and white lithographs? and only one colorisation, apparently not established during her lifetime and underpromoted, according to tineye.com.

~249 years of a gap and no progress or *any kind of documentation on feminism and/or gender equality?

One logical reason could be that de Pizan was another ficticious person and her character instead based on other female personicas in ongoing history after 1649++.

Odd, since suffragettes constantly evolved after Mary Wollstonecraft 1759-1797; Olympe de Gouges aka Marie Gouze (1748 - 1793), Marianne Adelaide Hedwig Dohm (1831 - 1919) etc...

History is manipulated and mostly false.

The 2010s++ will show that the only escape from manipulative news is a refreshed experimentation of nu|fluxus, interactive nu|chronology and related experimental thoughts, to not getting drained into more false-hope, endless lies plus reality-tv stunts of actors, masked as politicians.

Does anyone actually still need "news" at all?

Falsification in both physics and geology is a huge business market, usually linked strongly with the almighty bioPharmacy Business.

Nowadays also hollywood actors and -singers are used, to corrupt specific views, also on africa, once already manipulated by italian, french and other colonialists.

There is Bono, with strong ties to the Fellowship Foundation or Angelina Jolie, just recently pushing the CONY-Hype around an obscure charity, in the same week when nukelies.com got hacked with a denial of Serial -and since then only available in archive form (http://tinyURL.com/nukeliescomArchive001).

In 2010 it was revealed, that Bono actually only spends 1% of his funds to charity, the rest goes to payments of staff and employees.


see also other nu|chronology mini blogs at http://justpaste.it/teb, http://justpaste.it/cannabis_gapeee; http://justpaste.it/table001 [04/01/12]

...btw, why is autism *still declared a "disease" in the U.S. ? [tbc...]